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Introduction

This document attempts to provide a complete analysis of  the impact of CSW12 changes on existing 
related CSW7 words. It is hoped that it will also serve to answer some of the questions that may 
arise as to why particular decisions were made.

Note that you will not find here words that are 'clean additions' i.e. new self-contained words or 
sets of words with no implications for existing words, such as BLINGY/BLINGIER/BLINGIEST. Nor will 
you find 'clean deletions' such as PURIM/PURIMS. And you will not find impacts where the words 
concerned are unrelated e.g. HAS now takes an –S to form HASS, but this is happenstance.

General points worth noting are: 

• a large number of Maori words that were added in CSW7 and which (rather tiresomely) 
did not take an –S now do take an -S

• a number of adjectives, mainly ones ending in –Y, that previously did not have 
comparative and superlative forms now do

• a number of interjections which previously took an –S no longer do 
• a number of –ING words that were previously participles only have now acquired nounal 

status and so take –S (so e.g. COSTINGS and GRADINGS are good at last!)

Version History

25/4/11 1.0 First release
26/4/11 1.1 Corrected KOOOKY to KOOKY; corrected transposition of HUPPAH and HUPIRO; 

removed a number of Maori words included by mistake that in fact already took 
an S

28/4/11 1.2 Added YABA which now takes an –S. Corrected THANKIT to THANK in column 1
02/5/11 1.3 Corrected CAPPUCINI to CAPPUCCINI. Corrected entries for RERAILING and 

REREMAI. Rectified a number of omissions.
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CSW7 Word Comment New CSW12 word Forget!

abomasus CH11 gives plural only as 
ABOMASI

ABOMASUSES

acentric Adjective now also noun: An 
acentric chromosome or 
fragment

ACENTRICS

acidic Now forms adverb ACIDICALLY
aculeate Adjective now also noun: A 

stinging insect
ACULEATES

adding Participle now also noun ADDINGS
addio CH11 no longer specifies plural ADDIOS
adding Participle now also noun ADDINGS
advertizing Participle now also noun ADVERTIZINGS
affettuoso No longer a noun AFFETUOSOS
ahuru Now takes -S AHURUS
ahuruhuru Now takes -S AHURUHURUS
airburst Noun now also verb: Of a bomb, 

to explode in the air 
AIRBURSTING
AIRBURSTED

aka Now takes -S AKAS
akatea Now takes -S AKATEAS
akiraho Now takes -S AKIRAHOS
altissimo Plural previously omitted ALTISSIMOS
alula New plural in –S, in addition to 

-E
ALULAS

amokura Now takes -S AMOKURAS
amygdala Plural now AMYGDALAE only AMYGDALAS
an Now noun, in phrase ifs and ans ANS
anaemic Now forms adverb ANAEMICALLY
anarchistic Now forms adverb ANARCHISTICALLY
ancestral Adjective now also noun: A type 

of relation in logic 
ANCESTRALS

antialcoholism Now adjective only ANTIALCOHOLISMS
antinoise Plural previously omitted ANTINOISES
antiviral Plural previously omitted ANTIVIRALS
arborio Adjective now also noun: A kind 

of rice
ARBORIOS

arco Adverb now also noun: The bow 
of a stringed instrument

ARCOS

ariki Now takes -S ARIKIS
arsehole Now takes –D: extremely drunk ARSEHOLED
aruhe Now takes -S ARUHES
astragalus Plural now ASTRAGALI only ASTRAGALUSES
at Preposition now also noun: A ATS
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monetary unit of Laos, 1/10 of a 
kip

attone Adverb now also verb: To atone ATTONING ATTONED
aua Now takes -S AUAS
awato Now takes -S AWATOS
awhato Now takes -S AWHATOS
awheto Now takes -S AWHETOS
azygous Now takes adverbial -LY AZYGOUSLY
backcast Noun now also verb BACKCASTING
backfilling Participle now also noun BACKFILLINGS
banging Participle only; no evidence for 

noun
BANGINGS

batty Adjective now also noun: (Sl.) 
the bottom 

BATTIES

beachwear Singular noun in CH11 so should 
take -S though no -S in US 
sources

BEACHWEARS

beast Noun now verb also: To put 
through gruelling exercise

BEASTING BEASTED

beestings Now has apparent singular form, 
though this is actually an 
unrelated adjective referring to 
swollen lips

BEESTING

beigy Now compares BEIGIER BEIGIEST
bejesus Interjection now also noun BEJESUSES
birchbark Adjective now also noun: The 

bark of the birch tree 
BIRCHBARKS

birdwatching Participle now also noun: The 
observation of birds in their 
natural habitat 

BIRDWATCHINGS

blady Now compares BLADIER BLADIEST
bland Adjective now also verb BLANDING BLANDED 

[BLANDS was already 
valid]

blankety Only in phrase BLANKETY BLANK 
BLANK, so no plural

BLANKETIES

blog Noun now also verb: To keep an 
online log

BLOGGED 
[BLOGGING was 
aleady valid as noun]

blowing Participle now also noun: As in 
dry blowing, the use of a current 
of air to separate particles of 
mineral (esp gold) from the 
material in which it is found.

BLOWINGS

bogle Noun now also verb: To perform 
the bogle, a kind of rhythmic 

BOGLING BOGLED
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dance
bonsai Plural now only BONSAI BONSAIS
borborygmus Plural now only BORBORYGMI BORBORYGMUSES
bossing Participle now also noun BOSSINGS
bottlenose Adjective now also noun: a kind 

of dolphin
BOTTLENOSES

bottoming Participle now also noun BOTTOMINGS
brachah Now has additional plural BRACHOT
breadsticks Now takes a singular BREADSTICK
bready Now compares BREADIER BREADIEST
breastfeeding Participle now also noun BREASTFEEDINGS
brisky Now compares BRISKIER BRISKIEST
brosy Now compares BROSIER BROSIEST
brothy Now compares BROTHIER 

BROTHIEST
bulking Participle now also noun BULKINGS
bullbars Now exists in plural only BULLBAR
bumsters Now has apparent singular, 

though this is actually an 
adjective

BUMSTER

buying Participle now also noun, as in 
panic buying

BUYINGS

cairny Now compares CAIRNIER CAIRNIEST
cappuccino Now has additional plural CAPPUCCINI
cardio Now a noun as well as an 

adjective: Cardiovascular 
exercise 

CARDIOS

caring Now a) forms adverb and b) is 
noun as well as participle

CARINGLY CARINGS

carousing Participle now also noun CAROUSINGS
carpooling Participle now also noun CARPOOLINGS
casky Now compares CASKIER CASKIEST
cataphoric Now forms adverb CATAPHORICALLY
centigrade Plural previously omitted CENTIGRADES
chalan Now noun only, no longer verb CHALANING

CHALANED
challan Now noun only, no longer verb CHALLANING

CHALLANED
champy Now compares CHAMPIER 

CHAMPIEST
chanting Participle now also noun CHANTINGS
checky Now compares CHECKIER CHECKIEST
chequy Now compares CHEQUIER 

CHEQUIEST
chon No longer takes -S CHONS
chumash Now takes alternative plural CHUMASHIM
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ciao CH11 no longer specifies plural CIAOS
civil Adjective now also noun CIVILS
clickwrap Adjective now also noun CLICKWRAPS
coachy Now also an adjective,  and 

compares
COACHIER 
COACHIEST

cockling Participle now also noun: The 
act of gathering cockles

COCKLINGS

coleorrhiza Now additional plural in -E COLEORRHIZAE
colliculus Plural now only COLLICULI COLLICULUSES
comping Now participle only, not noun COMPINGS
computing Participle now also noun: The 

process of using a computer
COMPUTINGS

consigliere No plural in CH11 but new S 
plural from MW11 

CONSIGLIERES

cooling Participle now also noun: The 
act of cooling

COOLINGS

copyleft Noun now also verb: To publish 
(intellectual property) under a 
copyleft arrangement

COPYLEFTING 
COPYLEFTED

coraggio CH11 no longer specifies plural CORAGGIOS
cornettino Plural now explicitly given as 

CORNETTINI
CORNETTINI CORNETTINOS

costing Participle now also noun: The 
act of costing

COSTINGS

cressy Now compares CRESSIER CRESSIEST
croft Noun now also verb: To expose 

cloth to the elements in the 
course of bleaching it 

CROFTED [CROFTING 
was already valid as 
noun]

cruciate Adjective now also noun: the 
cruciate ligament

CRUCIATES

cubby Now adjective as well as noun, 
and compares

CUBBIER CUBBIEST

cueing Participle now also noun: The 
act of cueing

CUEINGS

culmen Plural now explicitly given as 
CULMINA

CULMINA CULMENS

cum Conjunction now also noun, see 
under COME: (Vulg. sl.) 
ejaculated semen

CUMS

curvilineal Now forms adverb CURVILINEALLY
dearest Now noun as well as superlative DEARESTS
decreasing Participle now also noun: A 

growing less
DECREASINGS

defragging Participle now also noun: The 
act of blowing up an officer with 
a grenade

DEFRAGGINGS
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diatretum New alternative plural DIATRETA 
dicking Participle now also noun: In 

Ireland, passing information to a 
paramilitary organisation

DICKINGS

dimming Participle now also noun: The 
act of making dim

DIMMINGS

dingy Noun/adjective now also verb: 
TO ignore or avoid

DINGYING DINGIED

discouraging Now participle only, not noun DISCOURAGINGS
disfellowship Now takes –ED, simply omitted 

last time
DISFELLOWSHIPED

divi Noun now also verb: To divide 
up

DIVYING DIVIED

divvy Noun/verb now also adjective: 
Foolish, stupid 

DIVVIER DIVVIEST

dogfighting Participle now also noun: the act 
of engaging in aerial combat

DOGFIGHTINGS

dooced Now acquires the remaining 
verb forms

DOOCE DOOCES 
DOOCING

dore Adjective now also noun: A kind 
of fish

DORES

doweling Participle now also noun DOWELINGS
downsizing Participle now also noun: The 

act of reducing in size
DOWNSIZINGS

doxastic Adjective now also noun: The 
branch of logic concerned with 
belief

DOXASTICS

dragging Participle now also noun: A 
technique in interior decoration, 
in which a brush is pulled 
through freshly-applied paint to 
give an irregular decorative 
effect

DRAGGINGS

drapey Now compares DRAPIEST [DRAPIER 
was already valid as 
noun]

dreadlock Now takes adjectival -ED DREADLOCKED
dreigh Now compares DREIGHER 

DREIGHEST
easing Participle now also noun EASINGS
eastland Adjective now also noun: The 

east
EASTLANDS

echoey Now compares ECHOIER ECHOIEST
echoic Now forms adverb ECHOICALLY
electorial Now forms adverb ELECTORIALLY
electrical Adjective now also noun: ELECTRICALS
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Electrical equipment
electrifying Now forms adverb ELECTRIFYINGLY
emailing Participle now also noun EMAILINGS
embryotic Now forms adverb EMBRYOTICALLY
empirical Adjective now also noun EMPIRICALS
encircling Now participle only, not noun ENCIRCLINGS
entrancing Now forms adverb ENTRANCINGLY
epithetical Now forms adverb EPITHETICALLY
equipotential Adjective now also noun EQUIPOTENTIALS
esemplastic Now forms adverb ESEMPLASTICALLY
evacuative Adjective now also a noun: A 

purgative
EVACUATIVES

exhausted Now forms adverb EXHAUSTEDLY
exhausting Now forms adverb EXHAUSTINGLY
existential Adjective now also noun EXISTENTIALS
expendable Now forms adverb EXPENDABLY
extradural Adjective now also noun: The 

epidural injection of an 
anaesthetic esp in childbirth

EXTRADURALS

extramarital Now forms adverb EXTRAMARITALLY
eyewear Singular noun in CH11 so takes 

-S though no -S in US sources
EYEWEARS

fairytale Now adjective only, not noun FAIRYTALES
fakey Now compares FAKIER FAKIEST
falderal Noun now also verb as in to 

falderal it, to sing meaningless 
sounds

FALDERALING 
FALDERALED

famulus Plural now only FAMULI FAMULUSES
fanny Noun now also verb in phrase to 

fanny about, to procrastinate
FANNYING FANNIED

farfalle Now takes -S FARFALLES
fatwa CH11 gives pt and pp explicitly 

as FATWA'D
FATWAED

feelbad Now adjective only FEELBADS
feelgood Now adjective only FEELGOODS
feirie Now compares FEIRIER FEIRIEST
felling Participle now also noun, as in 

'clear felling'
FELLINGS

few Adjective now also noun: a small 
number

FEWS

filaria Plural now only FILARIAE FILARIAS
firebombing Participle now also noun FIREBOMBINGS
firewall Noun now verb also: to instal a 

firewall
FIREWALLING 
FIREWALLED

flecky Now compares FLECKIER FLECKIEST
flippy Now compares FLIPPIER FLIPPIEST
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foh Plural no longer specified FOHS
fonticulus Plural now only FONTICULI FONTICULUSES
forecaddies Now has alternative singular 

FORECADDY, previously only 
FORECADDIE

FORECADDY

forecasting Participle now also noun, as in 
'demand forecasting'

FORECASTINGS

freestyle Noun now also verb: To perform 
freestyle rap

FREESTYLED 
[FREESTYLING was 
already valid]

frenne Adjective now also noun, see 
CH11 under FREMD: a stranger

FRENNES

fundholding Participle now also noun FUNDHOLDINGS
fundraising Participle now also noun FUNDRAISINGS
gadso CH11 no longer specifies plural GADSOS
gaiter Now takes –ED: Wearing gaiters GAITERED
gambo CH11 now states plural to be 

GAMBOES not GAMBOS
GAMBOES GAMBOS

gapping Participle now also noun, see 
CH11 under call

GAPPINGS

gastronomic Adjective now also noun GASTRONOMICS
glam Noun now also verb: To make 

glamorous
GLAMMING 
GLAMMED

gleaming Now forms adverb GLEAMINGLY
gleby Now compares GLEBIER GLEBIEST
globose Now adjective only, not noun GLOBOSES
gnashing Participle now also noun GNASHINGS
gnocchi Now specified as noun plural GNOCCHIS
go New archaic inflections GOEST GOETH
godso CH11 no longer specifies plural GODSOS
goop New –ED inflection (but no –

ING)
GOOPED

gopik Now takes -S GOPIKS
gorblimey Interjection now also noun: A 

kind of flat army cap
GORBLIMEYS

gorblimy Interjection now also noun: A 
kind of flat army cap

GORBLIMIES

gospelling Participle now also noun, as in 
hot gospelling

GOSPELLINGS

gracious GRACIOUS in sense of God now 
labelled as interjection

GRACIOUSES

grading Participle now also noun GRADINGS
greenstick In CH11 occurs only in phrase 

greenstick fracture
GREENSTICKS

grissini Now has singular form GRISSINO
gritting Participle now also noun GRITTINGS
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grok Now with alternative new 
inflections 

GROKKING 
GROCKING GROKKED 
GROCKED

groovy Now forms adverb GROOVILY
gruelling Now forms adverb GRUELLINGLY
gub Noun now also verb: To strike 

on the mouth
GUBBING GUBBED

gusseting Participle now also noun GUSSETINGS
gutless Now forms adverb GUTLESSLY
haeremai Now takes -S HAEREMAIS
hairless Now noun as well as adjective: A 

hairless dog
HAIRLESSES

hakari Now takes -S HAKARIS
hao Now takes -S HAOS
harsh Adjective now also verb: To 

cause a state of elation to be 
ended

HARSHES HARSHING 
HARSHED

hashing Participle now also noun: 
Converting items of data

HASHINGS

hayey Now compares HAYIER HAYIEST
headbanging Participle now also noun: The 

act of shaking the head 
vigorously in time with loud rock 
music 

HEADBANGINGS

heretofore Now takes -S HERETOFORES
heteropteran Adjective now also noun: A 

member of the Heteroptera, an 
order of bugs

HETEROPTERANS

hieratic Adjective now also noun: The 
sacred script of ancient Egypt

HIERATICS

highjacking Participle now also noun HIGHJACKINGS
hijacking Participle now also noun HIJACKINGS
hilling Participle now noun, as in ice 

hilling, tobogganing down a 
slope of ice

HILLINGS

hinahina Now takes -S HINAHINAS
hinau Now takes -S HINAUS
hoka Now takes -S HOKAS
hoon Noun now also verb: To act 

loutishly
HOONING HOONED

horoeka Now takes -S HOROEKAS
horokaka Now takes -S HOROKAKAS
hosteling Adjective now also noun HOSTELINGS
hothousing Participle now also noun: 

Educating intensively
HOTHOUSINGS

houhere Now takes -S HOUHERES
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huck Noun now also verb, see under 
HUCKLE: (Scots) to force roughly

HUCKING HUCKED

huckle Noun now also verb: (Scots) to 
force roughly

HUCKLING HUCKLED

hupiro Now takes -S HUPIROS
huppah Now takes alternative plural 

forms
HUPPOT HUPPOTH 

impercipient Now forms adverb IMPERCIPIENTLY
inevitable Adjective now also noun: 

Something inevitable
INEVITABLES

infolding Participle now also noun: A 
folding inwards

INFOLDINGS

inhibited Now forms adverb INHIBITEDLY
insectarium Plural now only INSECTARIUMS INSECTARIA
insula Plural now only INSULAE INSULAS
intercostal Now forms adverb INTERCOSTALLY
intermedium Plural now only INTERMEDIA INTERMEDIUMS
irritated Now forms adverb IRRITATEDLY
isodomon Plural now only ISODOMA ISODOMONS
jailbait Adjective now also noun: A 

sexual attractive person who is 
below the age of legal consent

JAILBAITS

jambo CH11 no longer specifies plural JAMBOS
jilbab Now has additional plural JALIBIB
jinker Noun now also verb JINKERING JINKERED
jointing Participle now also noun JOINTINGS
jotty Now compares JOTTIER JOTTIEST
judgemental Now forms adverb JUDGEMENTALLY
judiciary Now forms adverb JUDICIARILY
kahikatoa Now takes -S KAHIKATOAS
kaikawaka Now takes -S KAIKAWAKAS
kaikomako Now takes -S KAIKOMAKOS
kakariki Now takes -S KAKARIKIS
kamahi Now takes -S KAMAHIS
kamokamo Now takes -S KAMOKAMOS
kanae Now takes -S KANAES
kanuka Now takes -S KANUKAS
kapuka Now takes -S KAPUKAS
karearea Now takes -S KAREAREAS
karo Now takes -S KAROS
karuhiruhi Now takes -S KARUHIRUHIS
kauru Now takes -S KAURUS
kawau Now takes -S KAWAUS
kekeno Now takes -S KEKENOS
kekerengu Now takes -S KEKERENGUS
kereru Now takes -S KERERUS
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kete Now takes -S KETES
kiore Now takes -S KIORES
kissing Participle now also noun: The 

act of kissing
KISSINGS

kissy Now compares KISSIER KISSIEST
knarly Now compares KNARLIER KNARLIEST
kneidel Now takes -S KNEIDELS
koekoea Now takes -S KOEKOEAS
kohekohe Now takes -S KOHEKOHES
kohutuhutu Now takes -S KOHUTUHUTUS
kokiri Now takes -S KOKIRIS
kokopu Now takes -S KOKOPUS
konaki Now takes -S KONAKIS
koneke Now takes -S KONEKES
konini Now takes -S KONINIS
kooky Now forms adverb KOOKILY
kopiyka New alternative plural KOPIYOK
korari Now takes -S KORARIS
korimako Now takes -S KORIMAKOS
koro   Now takes -S KOROS
koromiko Now takes -S KOROMIKOS
korowai Now takes -S KOROWAIS
kotare Now takes -S KOTARES
kotuku Now takes -S KOTUKUS
kotukutuku Now takes -S KOTUKUTUKUS
koura Now takes -S KOURAS
kumikumi Now takes -S KUMIKUMIS
labelling Participle now also noun, as in 

'green labelling'
LABELLINGS

landscaping Participle now also noun LANDSCAPINGS
lawn Now takes -ED LAWNED
legionella Now takes a plural in -S as well 

as in -E
LEGIONELLAS

leve Now also a noun, see CH11 
under LIEF

LEVES

lieve Now also a noun, see CH11 
under LIEF 

LIEVES

likable Now forms adverb LIKABLY 
likeable Now forms adverb LIKEABLY 
linky Now compares LINKIER LINKIEST
lipa Previously with plural LIPE, now 

LIPAS; LIPE currently still 
supported by MW

LIPAS

listening Participle now noun also, as in 
'easy listening'

LISTENINGS

liverish Now forms adverb LIVERISHLY
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louche Now compares LOUCHER LOUCHEST
luring Participle now also noun, as in 

'tape luring'
LURINGS

macrofauna Singular noun so must have 
plural, omitted last time round: 
Animals visible to the naked eye

MACROFAUNAE 
MACROFAUNAS

macroflora Singular noun so must have 
plural, omitted last time round: 
Plants visible to the naked eye

MACROFLORAE
MACROFLORAS 

mainstreaming Participle now also noun: The 
integration of children with 
disabilities into mainstream 
education

MAINSTREAMINGS

mamakau Now takes -S MAMAKAUS
mamako Now takes -S MAMAKOS
mamaku Now takes -S MAMAKUS
manaia Now takes -S MANAIAS
manatu Now takes -S MANATUS
mangeao Now takes -S MANGEAOS
mangemange Now takes -S MANGEMANGES
maomao Now takes -S MAOMAOS
mapau Now takes -S MAPAUS
marauding Participle now also noun: The 

act of marauding
MARAUDINGS

marchese Plural now only MARCHESI MARCHESES
marvy Now compares MARVIER MARVIEST
matata Now takes -S MATATAS
matchplay Adjective now also noun: 

Scoring in golf according to 
holes won and lost rather than 
the overall number of strokes

MATCHPLAYS

matryoshka Plural now only MATRYOSHKI MATRYOSHKAS
megalosaurus CH11 now specifies plural as 

MEGALOSAURI
MEGALOSAURI MEGALOSAURUSES

meiofauna Singular noun so should have a 
plural - missed last time round

MEIOFAUNAE 
MEIOFAUNAS

melancholia Now additional plural in -E MELANCHOLIAE
metrosexual Adjective now also a noun METROSEXUALS
microfilaria Plural now only MICROFILARIAE MICROFILARIAS
miha Now takes -S MIHAS
mimosa Now with additional plural in –E MIMOSAE
mincing Now only participle/adjective MINCINGS
miro Now takes -S MIROS
miromiro Now takes -S MIROMIROS
mod Noun now also verb: To modify 

a machine or piece of software 
MODDING MODDED
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to perform a function not 
originally intended by the 
designer

modiolus Plural now only MODIOLI MODIOLUSES
mohua Now takes -S MOHUAS
mokihi Now takes -S MOKIHIS
mokomoko Now takes -S MOKOMOKOS
monitoring Participle now also a noun MONITORINGS
monoao Now takes -S MONOAOS
monoplegic Adjective now also noun MONOPLEGICS
monoski Noun now also verb: To ski on 

one ski
MONOSKIED 
[MONOSKIING 
already valid as 
noun]

mopy Now forms adverb MOPILY
mortadella Now has additional plural MORTADELLE
motorcycling Participle now also noun MOTORCYCLINGS
mulesing Participle now also noun MULESINGS
mullah Noun now also verb: To inflict a 

severe defeat on
MULLAHING 
MULLAHED

muller Noun now also verb: To inflict a 
severe defeat on

MULLERING 
[MULLERED was 
already valid as 
adjective]

multicultural Now forms adverb MULTICULTURALLY
multiflora Adjective now also noun: An E. 

Asian climbing rose
MULTIFLORAS

multiracial Now forms adverb MULTIRACIALLY
multistory Now noun as well as adjective: A 

multistory car park
MULTISTORIES

mumbly Now compares MUMBLIER 
MUMBLIEST

murrhine Adjective now also noun MURRHINES
murrine Adjective now also noun MURRINES
myocardium Plural now only MYOCARDIA MYOCARDIUMS
nagging Participle now also noun NAGGINGS
namu Now takes -S NAMUS
nanua Now takes -S NANUAS
ngarara Now takes -S NGARARAS
nochel New alternative verb forms with 

single L
NOCHELING 
NOCHELED

noily Now compares NOILIER NOILIEST
noneffective Now adjective only, not noun NONEFFECTIVES
notchel New alternative verb forms with 

single L
NOTCHELING 
NOTCHELED

novated Now acquires remaining verb NOVATE NOVATES 
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parts NOVATING 
odso CH11 no longer specifies plural ODSOS
offshore Noun now also verb: To transfer 

work, jobs etc to another 
country

OFFSHORING 
OFFSHORED

ogee Now takes a –D: Having an ogee OGEED
oho CH11 no longer specifies plural OHOS
oi Interjection now also noun, a 

New Zealand bird, and takes -S
OIS

oogamous Now forms adverb OOGAMOUSLY
orecchiette New plural in –S (note word 

plural in CED, but singular in 
CH11)

ORECCHIETTES

oreographic Now forms adverb OREOGRAPHICALLY
orgasmic Now forms adverb ORGASMICALLY
orgastic Now forms adverb ORGASTICALLY
orihou Now takes -S ORIHOUS
orthopaedic Now forms adverb ORTHOPAEDICALLY
ou Now with additional plural OUENS
outfighting Participle now also noun OUTFIGHTINGS
overtopping Participle now also noun OVERTOPPINGS
overtrading Participle now also noun OVERTRADINGS
oxy Adjective now also noun, see 

OXYCODONE
OXIES

pahautea Now takes -S PAHAUTEAS
pakirikiri Now takes -S PAKIRIKIRIS
pally Adjective now also verb, as in to 

pally up with, to make friends
PALLIES PALLYING 
PALLIED

panini Now with -S: CH11 says 
'sometimes loosely used as sing, 
with pl paninis' 

PANINIS

papauma Now takes -S PAPAUMAS
parapara Now takes -S PARAPARAS
parataniwha Now takes -S PARATANIWHAS
parera Now takes -S PARERAS
parore Now takes -S PARORES
parotis Plural now explicitly given as 

PAROTIDES
PAROTIDES PAROTISES

partial Noun/adjective now also phrasal 
verb: As in partial out, to 
eliminate (a factor) so as to 
assess other factors when they 
are independent of its influence 

PARTIALLING 
PARTIALLED

pataka Now takes -S PATAKAS
patiki Now takes -S PATIKIS
pharming Noun now also a participle and PHARM PHARMS 
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accompanied by other verb 
parts

PHARMED

phocomely Plural was wrongly omitted from 
CSW last time

PHOCOMELIES

phoh CH11 no longer specifies plural PHOHS
phrenic Plural previously omitted PHRENICS
piano New sense with new plural: A 

soft passage in music
PIANI

pickapack Noun now also verb: To carry 
piggyback 

PICKAPACKING 
PICKAPACKED

pickback Noun now also verb: To carry 
piggyback 

PICKBACKING 
PICKBACKED

piddly Now compares PIDDLIER PIDDLIEST
pigsticking Participle now also noun PIGSTICKINGS
pihoihoi Now takes -S PIHOIHOIS
pikey Noun now also adjective: 

Characteristic of a pikey
PIKIER PIKIEST

pimping Participle now also noun: Living 
off immoral earnings

PIMPINGS

pinstripe Now takes a –D: having a 
pinstripe

PINSTRIPED

piopio Now takes -S PIOPIOS
pity New archaic inflection, as in it 

pitieth me
PITIETH

piwakawaka Now takes -S PIWAKAWAKAS
poisoning Participle now noun, as in blood 

poisoning
POISONINGS

polis Now has new singular meaning: 
Police or policeman

POLISES

poprin Now only in phrase poprin pear POPRINS
porae Now takes -S PORAES
porlocking Noun now also a participle and 

accompanied by other verb 
parts

PORLOCK PORLOCKS 
PORLOCKED

positioning Participle now also noun see e.g. 
under EMBOUCHURE in CH11

POSITIONING

potboiling Participle now also noun POTBOILINGS
pouffy Now compares POUFFIER POUFFIEST
pounding Participle now also noun POUNDINGS
prebiotic Adjective now also noun: A 

natural substances in some 
foods that encourage the 
growth of healthy bacteria in 
the gut

PREBIOTICS

premiss Noun now also verb: To state or 
assume

PREMISSING
PREMISSED
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prepress Adjective now also noun: The 
preparation of an edited book, 
magazine etc for printing

PREPRESSES

pretexting Participle now also noun: 
Assuming a false identity in 
order to obtain information

PRETEXTINGS

procuring Participle now also noun PROCURINGS
proforma Now hyphenated in CH11. 

Remains in OSPD but only as 
adjective, so loses -S

PROFORMAS

pronking Participle now also noun PRONKINGS
properispomenon Now has a plural 

PROPERISPOMENA
PROPERISPOMENA

pubbing Participle now also noun: The 
practice of frequenting pubs

PUBBINGS

puckerood Misspelling now corrected PUCKEROOED PUCKEROOD
puka Now takes -S PUKAS
pumping Participle now also noun: The 

act of pumping
PUMPINGS

purchasing Participle now also noun, as in 
'repeat purchasing'

PURCHASINGS

putangitangi Now takes -S PUTANGITANGIS
qintar Now has new alternative plural, 

in line with QINDAR
QINTARKA

quantum Now has new alternative plural 
in -S

QUANTUMS

quarterbacking Participle now also noun: 
Wisdom from spectators after 
the event

QUARTERBACKINGS

quickies Now has new alternative 
singular QUICKY in addition to 
QUICKIE

QUICKY

quoining Participle now also noun: 
Support using a quoin

QUOININGS

quotative Now adjective only, not noun QUOTATIVES
rabbiting Participle now also noun: 

Catching rabbits
RABBITINGS

rallentando Now takes alternative plural RALLENTANDI
raupo Now takes -S RAUPOS
rawaru Now takes -S RAWARUS
recycleable Adjective now also noun RECYCLEABLES
referencing Participle now also noun as in 

'criterion referencing'
REFERENCINGS

refracture Now verb as well as noun: To 
fracture again

REFRACTURING 
REFRACTURED

rellies Now has singular RELLIE; before RELLIE
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was plural only
rendition Noun now verb also: To subject 

to extraordinary rendition
RENDITIONING
RENDITIONED

reperepe Now takes -S REPEREPES
reprocessing Participle now noun, as in fuel 

reprocessing
REPROCESSINGS

reproving Now participle only, not noun REPROVINGS
rerailing Participle now also noun RERAILINGS
reremai Now takes -S REREMAIS
rete Plural now only RETIA RETES
retentive Adjective now noun, as in 'anal 

retentive'
RETENTIVES

retiarius Plural now only RETIARII RETIARIUSES
retroflex Now a verb as well as an noun RETROFLEXING 

[RETROFLEXES and 
RETROFLEXED 
already valid]

rewording Participle now also noun: The 
act of rewording

REWORDINGS

reworking Participle now also noun: The 
act of reworking

REWORKINGS

rhododendron Now has alternative plural RHODODENDRA
rickets Now has singular RICKET, in 

sense of a blunder
RICKET

righto CH11 no longer specifies plural RIGHTOS
rightward Now forms adverb RIGHTWARDLY
ripping Participle now also noun RIPPINGS
ripsnorting Now forms adverb RIPSNORTINGLY
rivo CH11 no longer specifies plural RIVOS
roma Remains as a plural of ROM but 

as a singular is now capitalised
ROMAS

rorting Participle now also noun: The 
falsification of accounts

RORTINGS

rosette Noun now also verb: To award a 
rosette to. ROSETTING also has a 
separate nounal sense

ROSETTING 
ROSETTED
ROSETTINGS

runanga Now takes -S RUNANGAS
runflat Adjective now also noun: A tire 

that can run even after being 
punctured

RUNFLATS

rustproofing Participle now also noun RUSTPROOFINGS
sabbing Participle now also noun SABBINGS
salwar Now appears as non-phrasal 

variant of SHALWAR, so takes -S
SALWARS

sarky Now forms adverb SARKILY
saute Rather unclear in CH11 but SAUTEES
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SAUTEES is not explicitly 
supported so verb/plural taken 
to be only SAUTES

schmick Now compares SCHMICKER 
SCHMICKEST

sclate Now noun only, not verb SCLATING SCLATED
scopa Plural now explicitly SCOPAE SCOPAS
scrapbook Noun now also verb: To put into 

a scrapbook
SCRAPBOOKING 
SCRAPBOOKED

scrolling Participle now also noun: The 
act of scrolling 

SCROLLINGS

seaming Participle now also noun SEAMINGS
selling Participle now also noun as in 

many phrases e.g. short selling
SELLINGS

semeiotic Now forms adverb SEMEIOTICALLY
semifreddo Now has additional plural SEMIFREDDI
semiotic Now forms adverb SEMIOTICALLY
sene Now takes -S SENES
sexing Participle now also noun, as in 

nuclear sexing 
SEXINGS

shimmery Now compares SHIMMERIER
SHIMMERIEST

shoplifting Participle now also noun: The 
act of taking goods from a shop 
without paying

SHOPLIFTINGS

shoreside Adjective now also noun: The 
area near the shore

SHORESIDES

showjumping Noun now also a participle and 
accompanied by other verb 
parts

SHOWJUMP
SHOWJUMPS
SHOWJUMPED

siring Participle now also noun: The 
act of siring

SIRINGS

skinny Adjective now also noun: (Sl.) 
information

SKINNIES

skintight Adjective now also noun SKINTIGHTS
slabbery Now compares SLABBERIER 

SLABBERIEST
slanty Now compares SLANTIER SLANTIEST
slapdash Adjective/noun now also verb: 

To do in a hasty, imperfect 
manner

SLAPDASHING 
SLAPDASHED

slapping Participle now also noun, as in 
happy slappings

SLAPPINGS

slavering Participle now also noun SLAVERINGS
slutty Now forms adverb SLUTTILY
smarting Now forms adverb SMARTINGLY
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smiley Now adjective as well as noun, 
and compares

SMILIER SMILIEST

smokies New alternative singular 
SMOKIE, a smoked haddock; 
SMOKY as noun was already 
valid

SMOKIE

smoochy Now compares SMOOCHIER 
SMOOCHIEST

smouldering Now forms adverb SMOULDERINGLY
spageric Now adjective only, not noun SPAGERICS
spagiric Now adjective only, not noun SPAGIRICS
spirulina Now takes new plural in -E SPIRULINAE
splicing Participle now also noun, as in 

'gene splicing'
SPLICINGS

splitting Participle now also noun SPLITTINGS
spondylosis New alternative plural in –ES; 

previously was only 
SPONDYLOSES

SPONDYLOSISES

spoofy Now compares SPOOFIER SPOOFIEST
staghorn Adjective now also noun: The 

material of which antlers are 
composed

STAGHORNS

stapling Participle now also noun STAPLINGS
staun New past tense inflection STUDE
steeple Now has apparent participle 

form STEEPLING, rising on a high 
trajectory, but no STEEPLED

STEEPLING

stickhandling Participle now also noun STICKHANDLINGS
stinking Now only participle/adjective, 

not noun 
STINKINGS

stotties New alternative singular 
STOTTY, a round bread loaf; 
STOTTIE was already valid

STOTTY

stumping Participle now also noun STUMPINGS
sugging Noun now also a participle and 

accompanied by other verb 
parts

SUG
SUGS
SUGGED

surreal Adjective now also noun SURREALS
tabi CH11 now specifies plural as 

TABI 
TABIS

tabletop No longer takes an adjectival 
-PED 

TABLETOPPED

tacet Now viewed as indeclinable verb TACETS
taffety Now adjective only, not noun TAFFETIES
taraire Now takes -S TARAIRES
tattletale Noun now also verb: To tell tales TATTLETALING 
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TATTLETALED
tauhou Now takes -S TAUHOUS
taupata Now takes -S TAUPATAS
tawhiri Now takes -S TAWHIRIS
teenage Adjective now also noun TEENAGES
televiewing Participle now also noun TELEVIEWINGS
teleworking Now participle as well as noun 

and acquires other verb parts
TELEWORK
TELEWORKS
TELEWORKED

telos Plural now TELOI in all sources TELOSES
texting Participle now also noun TEXTINGS
thank New inflection thankit, as in 

Scots phrase be thankit
THANKIT

titipounamu Now takes -S TITIPOUNAMUS
toho CH11 no longer specifies plural TOHOS
tooshie Now compares TOOSHIER 

TOOSHIEST
toupee Now takes –D, having a toupee TOUPEED
trekking Participle now also noun TREKKINGS
tricksy Now forms adverb TRICKSILY
triquetra CH11 now gives plural explicitly 

as TRIQUETRAE
TRIQUETRAS

tuatua Now takes -S TUATUAS
tumatakuru Now takes -S TUMATAKURUS
tumescent Now forms adverb TUMESCENTLY
tweedy Now forms adverb TWEEDILY
tyiyn Now takes -S in plural TYIYNS
ulex Now has alternative plural ULICES
um Interjection now also phrasal 

verb, as in to um and ah
UMS UMMING 
UMMED

umu Now takes -S UMUS
unfunny Now compares UNFUNNIER 

UNFUNNIEST
upmarket Adjective now also verb: To 

make more upmarket
UPMARKETS 
UPMARKETING 
UPMARKETED

uptalking Participle now also noun: The 
practice of speaking with a rising 
intonation at the end of each 
statement, as if one were asking 
a question

UPTALKINGS

vawntie Now compares VAWNTIER 
VAWNTIEST

vetting Participle now also noun, as in 
positive vetting

VETTINGS

vignetting Participle now also noun VIGNETTINGS
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volt Noun now also verb: To make a 
volt, a sudden leap

VOLTING VOLTED

wakeboard Noun now also verb: To ride a 
wakeboard

WAKEBOARDED 
(WAKEBOARDING 
was already valid as 
noun)

wanting No support found for this as 
noun

WANTINGS

warehou Now takes -S WAREHOUS
wheezing Now forms adverb WHEEZINGLY
whingeing Now forms adverb WHINGEINGLY
whio Now takes -S WHIOS
whiskery Now compares WHISKERIER

WHISKERIEST
whupping Participle now also noun: A 

whipping
WHUPPINGS

wringing No evidence for this as noun WRINGINGS
yaba Now takes -S YABAS
yechy Now compares YECHIER YECHIEST
yeuky Now compares YEUKIER YEUKIEST
yo CH11 no longer specifies plural YOS
yoker Noun now also verb: (Dial.) to 

spit
YOKERING
YOKERED

ziplock Adjective now also verb: To seal, 
esp by pressing together

ZIPLOCKS 
ZIPLOCKING 
ZIPLOCKED

zuz New alternative plural ZUZZIM
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